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Abstract
In computable analysis recursive metric spaces play an important role, since these are, roughly
speaking, spaces with computable metric and limit operation. Unfortunately, the concept of a
metric space is not powerful enough to capture all interesting phenomena which occur in com-
putable analysis. Some computable objects are naturally considered as elements of asymmetric
spaces which are not metrizable. Nevertheless, most of these spaces are T0-spaces with count-
able bases and thus at least quasi-metrizable. We introduce a de2nition of recursive quasi-metric
spaces in analogy to recursive metric spaces. We show that this concept leads to similar results
as in the metric case and we prove that the most important spaces of computable analysis can
be naturally considered as recursive quasi-metric spaces. Especially, we discuss some hyper and
function spaces.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to develop a reasonable notion of a recursive quasi-
metric space in analogy to the notion of a recursive metric space. The study of recur-
sive metric spaces (synonymously called computable metric spaces) has a long tradition
in computable analysis: Lacombe has investigated recursive complete separable met-
ric spaces [14] from a classical point of view, in the Russian school of constructive
analysis Ceitin [10], <Sanin [18], and Ku<sner [13] have investigated metric spaces. Sim-
ilarly, Moschovakis [16] and, later on, Spreen [20] have investigated recursive metric
spaces restricted to computable points. In type-2 theory of eAectivity Weihrauch [24,25]
studied computable metric spaces, in the domain representation approach Blanck in-
vestigated them [2] and the Pour-El and Richards approach to computable analysis
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has been extended to metric spaces by Mori, Tsujii, Yasugi and Washihara [15,22].
In [4] we have proved that recursive metric spaces can be used to construct natural
data structures for computations in metric spaces. All the de2nitions used for recursive
metric spaces lead to similar or even equivalent concepts. We will use the following
de2nition.
Denition 1.1 (Recursive metric space). We will call a triple (X; d; ) a recursive
metric space, if
(1) d : X ×X →R is a metric on X ,
(2)  : N→X is dense in X ,
(3) d ◦ (× ) : N2→R is a computable (double) sequence of real numbers.
If (X; d; ) ful2lls at least (1) and (2), then it is called a separable metric space.
Here we assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of a computable se-
quence of real numbers in sense of computable analysis (cf. for instance [17,25]). A
sequence  : N→X is called dense in X , if the range of the sequence  is dense
in (X; d).
The basic idea of a recursive metric space is that a given notion of computabil-
ity on a countable set (induced by ) is “lifted” to the whole space in a way such
that the metric as well as the limit operation becomes computable. Here, by the limit
operation we mean the operation Lim :⊆X N→X; (xn)n∈N → limn→∞ xn, restricted to
rapidly converging sequences: dom(Lim) := {(xn)n∈N: (∀n¿k)d(xn; xk)62−k and
(xn)n∈N converges}.
In the following we will brieNy recall some fundamental concepts of the repre-
sentation based approach to computable analysis. For details we refer the reader to
Weihrauch [25]. The basic idea of computable analysis is to call a (possibly partial)
function f :⊆X →Y computable, if there exists a Turing machine which transfers
each in2nite sequence p∈! (over some alphabet ) that represents some input x∈X
into some sequence q∈! which represents the result f(x). Of course, such a Turing
machine has to compute in2nitely long, but eventually each in2nite input sequence is
transformed into an appropriate output sequence. It is a reasonable restriction that only
Turing machines with one-way output tape are allowed (because otherwise the output
after some 2nite time would be useless, since it could be changed by the machine later
on). More formally, a representation of a set X is a surjective mapping  :⊆!→X .
Using this notion we can de2ne computable functions precisely.
Denition 1.2 (Computable functions). Let  and ′ be representations of X and Y ,
respectively. A function f :⊆X →Y is called (; ′)-computable, if there exists a Tur-
ing machine M such that f(p)= ′FM (p) for all p∈dom(f).
Here, FM :⊆!→! denotes the function computed by Turing machine M . We
can de2ne a corresponding notion of (; ′)-continuity, if we replace the computable
function FM by a continuous function F :⊆!→!. Whenever we have representations
 and ′ of sets X and Y , respectively, we can canonically de2ne a representation
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[; ′] of the product X ×Y and a representation ∞ of the in2nite product X N by
[; ′]〈p; q〉 := ((p); ′(q)) and ∞〈p0; p1; : : :〉 := ((p0); (p1); : : :), where 〈 〉 denotes
suitable pairing functions on the space ! (cf. [25]). Analogously, one can de2ne
[1; : : : ; n] for n¿2.
With each recursive metric space (X; d; ) we can canonically associate its Cauchy
representation X . Roughly speaking, X (p)= x, if p encodes a sequence (nk)k∈N
of natural numbers such that limk→∞ (nk)= x and ((nk))k∈N∈dom(Lim), where
Lim denotes the limit operation as de2ned above. Occasionally, we will also use
some standard representation N of the natural numbers N := {0; 1; 2; : : :}. Given two
representations ; ′ of a set X , we will say that  is reducible to ′, if there is
some computable function F :⊆!→!, such that (p)= ′F(p) (or, equivalently,
if the identity is (; ′)-computable). In this situation we write 6′. We will say
that  and ′ are equivalent, if 6′, as well as ′6 holds. In this case we write
≡ ′. We can de2ne a corresponding concept of continuous reducibility, if we
replace computable functions F by continuous functions. In this case we will write
6t ′ and ≡t ′ for the corresponding topological reducibility and equivalence. The
following result, which has been proved in [4], characterizes the equivalence
class of the Cauchy representation in terms of the metric and the limit
operation.
Proposition 1.3 (Characterization of the Cauchy representation). Let (X; d; ) be a
recursive metric space with Cauchy representation X and let  be a further rep-
resentation of X . Then
(1) 6X⇔d : X ×X →R is ([; X ]; R)-computable,
(2) X6⇔Lim :⊆X N→X is (∞X ; )-computable.
The Cauchy representation of a recursive metric space has some nice properties.
Especially, it is an admissible representation in the sense of Weihrauch [25]. Admissi-
ble representations are those representations which are maximal among all continuous
representations with respect to continuous reducibility.
Denition 1.4 (Admissibility). A representation  of a set X is called admissible with
respect to a topology  on X , if  is continuous with respect to  and ′6t  holds
for all representations ′ of X which are continuous with respect to .
In [7] it is proved that, essentially, a representation is admissible with respect to a
given T0-topology with countable base, if it is continuous and if it admits a surjective
and open restriction. The most important property of admissible representations is that
they 2t together with the given topologies. The so-called Main Theorem of Type-2
Theory of E8ectivity states that a function f :⊆X →Y is (; ′)-continuous, if and
only if it is continuous, provided that ; ′ are admissible representations of X; X ′
with respect to the corresponding T0-topologies with countable bases [25]. Especially,
each (; ′)-computable function is continuous in this case. We mention some standard
examples of recursive metric spaces.
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Example 1.5 (Recursive metric spaces).
(1) (Rn; dRn ; Rn) with the Euclidean metric
dRn(x; y) :=
√
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|2
and some standard enumeration Rn of all rational points Qn is a recursive metric
space. The computable points in this space are exactly the computable points
x∈Rn.
(2) (K(Rn); dK; K) with the set K(Rn) of non-empty compact subsets of Rn and
the HausdorA metric
dK(A; B) := max
{
sup
a∈A
inf
b∈B
dRn(a; b); sup
b∈B
inf
a∈A
dRn(a; b)
}
and some standard numbering K of the non-empty 2nite subsets of Qn is a re-
cursive metric space. The computable points in this space are exactly the recursive
compact sets A⊆Rn (cf. [9]).
(3) (C(Rn); dC; C) with the set C(Rn) of continuous functions f : Rn→R and the
metric
dC(f; g) :=
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1
supx∈[−i;i]n |f(x)− g(x)|
1 + supx∈[−i;i]n |f(x)− g(x)|
and some standard numbering C of the rational polynomials Q[x1; : : : ; xn] is
a recursive metric space. The computable points in this space are exactly the
computable functions f : Rn→R (cf. [4]).
Here, a point x∈X of a recursive metric space (X; d; ) with Cauchy representa-
tion X is called computable, if there exists some computable p such that X (p)= x.
It should be mentioned that there are other computable objects in analysis, such as
left- or right computable real numbers, r.e. or co-r.e. compact subsets, lower- or up-
per semi-computable functions (cf. [25]), which cannot be considered as computable
points of recursive metric spaces in the same sense as it has been demonstrated for
other computable objects in the previous example. The reason is that these other com-
putable objects naturally have to be considered as points of topological spaces which
are asymmetric and thus not metrizable. However, we will see that all mentioned
objects can be considered as computable points of suitable recursive quasi-metric
spaces.
We close this introduction with a survey of the organization of the paper. In the
following Section 2 we will discuss quasi-metric spaces and we introduce the notion of
a semi-recursive quasi-metric space. In Section 3 we prove that the induced Dedekind
representations of semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces are admissible with respect to the
so-called weak upper topology. In Section 4 we discuss some continuity properties of
quasi-metric spaces which are helpful to prove that certain concrete examples of quasi-
metric spaces are semi-recursive. In Section 5 we investigate how our computability
concepts for quasi-metric spaces can be related to the computability concept on metric
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spaces. In Section 6 we will discuss an eAective generation property of quasi-metric
spaces which is another helpful tool to prove that certain concrete spaces are semi-
recursive. In Sections 7–9 we will introduce some important examples of semi-recursive
quasi-metric spaces for the hyperspace of compact subsets, the spaces of upper and
lower semi-continuous functions and the hyperspace of closed subsets.
Some results presented in this work can be considered as computational versions of
results which have been discussed in [6] (e.g. Proposition 6.2 is a computational version
of Proposition 4.3 in [6]). Additionally, a considerable number of purely topological
results from [6] will be used in proofs of this paper (essentially, these are Lemmas
7.1, 8.2 and 9.2).
2. Semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces
In this section we will start to investigate quasi-metric spaces. Quasi-metric spaces
are roughly speaking like metric spaces without symmetry. There exist several slightly
diAerent de2nitions in the literature and we will follow the de2nition of Smyth [19].
Other applications of quasi-metrics to theoretical computer science can be found e.g.
in [21,11]. For a survey on the history of asymmetric spaces cf. KQunzi [12].
Denition 2.1 (Quasi-metric spaces). We call (X; d) a quasi-metric space, if d : X ×X
→R is a non-negative function, called quasi-metric, such that
(1) d(x; x)= 0,
(2) d(x; y)=d(y; x)= 0⇒ x=y,
(3) d(x; y)6d(x; z) + d(z; y).
hold for all x; y; z∈X .
With each quasi-metric space (X; d) we can associate the conjugate quasi-metric
space (X; Rd) with the quasi-metric Rd : X ×X →R, de2ned by Rd(x; y) :=d(y; x). Each
quasi-metric space (X; d) induces a lower topology ¡ with the basic open sets which
we will denote by B¡(x; ) := {y∈X : d(x; y)¡}, and an upper topology ¿ with the
basic open sets B¿(x; ) := {y∈X : d(y; x)¡}, for all x∈X; ¿0. Obviously, the lower
topology, induced by a quasi-metric d, coincides with the upper topology, induced by
the conjugate quasi-metric Rd, and vice versa. In the following we will usually 2x a
quasi-metric d and consider its lower and upper topology. If (X; d) is some 2xed quasi-
metric space, then we will write X¡ and X¿ for the space X endowed with the lower
and upper topology, respectively.
Example 2.2 (Real numbers). We de2ne the truncated di8erence by
:− : R× R→ R; (x; y) →
{
x − y if x ¿ y;
0 else:
Then d : R×R→R; (x; y) → x :−y is a quasi-metric on R.
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By R¡ and R¿ we denote the real numbers endowed with the corresponding lower
and upper topology, respectively. It is easy to see that the lower topology is gener-
ated by the basic open sets (q;∞) with q∈Q and the upper topology is generated
by the basic open sets (−∞; q) with q∈Q. If (X; d) is a quasi-metric space, then
d : X¿×X¡→R¿ and d : X¡×X¿→R¡ are continuous [6].
With each quasi-metric space (X; d) we can associate a metric space (X; d?) with
the metric d? : X ×X →R de2ned by d?(x; y) := max{d(x; y); Rd(x; y)}. If d itself is a
metric, then obviously d?=d. By B(x; ) := {y∈X : d?(x; y)¡} we denote the open
balls with respect to the metric d?. The equations B¡(x; )=
⋃
y∈B¡(x; ) B(y; −d(x; y))
and B¿(x; )=
⋃
y∈B¿(x; ) B(y; −d(y; x)) show that the lower topology and the upper
topology are subsets of the associated metric topology (which is their join topology).
With each quasi-metric space we can associate a partial order  which is a subset of
X ×X , de2ned by xy :⇔d(x; y)= 0 (i.e.  becomes reNexive, transitive and anti-
symmetric). By inf and sup we denote the in:mum and supremum of the partially
ordered space (X;), respectively. A sequence (xn)n∈N, with xixi+1 for all i will be
called an increasing chain, and analogously, a decreasing chain, if xixi+1. We will
say that a partially ordered space (X;) is inf-complete, if each decreasing chain has an
in2mum, and analogously, we will say that it is sup-complete, if each increasing chain
has a supremum. Furthermore, we will say that (X;) is an inf-semi-lattice if each
pair in X has an in2mum, we will say that it is a sup-semi-lattice, if each pair in X
has a supremum and we will say that it is a lattice if both conditions hold. In general,
the partially ordered space (X;) induced by a quasi-metric is neither complete nor a
lattice. By the triangle inequality it is easy to see, that each quasi-metric is isotone,
i.e. xy⇒d(x; z)6d(y; z) and d(z; y)6d(z; x) for all x; y; z∈X . As a consequence,
in case infn∈N xn and supn∈N xn exists, we obtain d(infn∈N xn; y)6 infn∈N d(xn; y) and
d(supn∈N xn; y)¿ supn∈N d(xn; y), respectively, for all sequences (xn)n∈N and y in X .
In general, equality does not hold, neither for chains (xn)n∈N nor for 2nite sequences.
In the next de2nition we introduce a generation property which is a counterpart to
the notion of a dense subset of a metric space. In the same sense as each point of
a separable metric space can be obtained as a limit of a sequence in a dense subset,
we can obtain each point of an upper generated quasi-metric space as in2mum of a
sequence in a suitable subset.
Denition 2.3 (Generated quasi-metric spaces). A tuple (X; Y; d) is called upper gen-
erated quasi-metric space, if (X; d) is a quasi-metric space with a subset Y ⊆X , such
that each x∈X is the in2mum of a sequence of points in Y . Analogously, we de2ne
lower generated quasi-metric spaces with suprema instead of in2ma.
Thus, (X; Y; d) is an upper generated quasi-metric space, if and only if (X; d) is a
quasi-metric space, Y ⊆X and
Inf :⊆ YN → X; (xn)n∈N → inf
n∈N
xn
is surjective. A corresponding property holds for lower generated spaces with sup
instead of inf . Typically, we will endow the subset Y with the associated metric d?
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and in all our applications (Y; d?) will be separable. For each quasi-metric space which
is lower or upper generated by a separable metric space we can de2ne a corresponding
Dedekind representation, since Sup and Inf are surjective, respectively.
Denition 2.4 (Dedekind representation). Let (X; Y; d) be an upper generated quasi-
metric space and let (Y; d?; ) be a separable metric space with Cauchy representation
Y . Then the upper Dedekind representation is de2ned by X¿ := Inf ◦ ∞Y . Analo-
gously, we de2ne the lower Dedekind representation for lower generated quasi-metric
spaces by X¡ := Sup ◦ ∞Y .
A standard example of an upper and lower generated quasi-metric space is the
following.
Example 2.5. The space (R;R; d) with d(x; y) := x
:−y is an upper as well as a lower
generated quasi-metric space, the order induced by d is the usual order 6, the asso-
ciated metric d? is the Euclidean metric.
It is easy to see that the corresponding Dedekind representations R¡ and R¿
are admissible representations of R¡ and R¿, respectively (typically called  ¡,  ¿,
cf. [25]). Now we are prepared to de2ne semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces. The
basic idea is to “lift” the notion of computability from the associated metric subspace
(Y; d?) to the generated quasi-metric space (X; Y; d).
Denition 2.6 (Semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces). A tuple (X; Y; d; ) is called a
semi-recursive quasi-metric space, if the following applies:
(1) (X; Y; d) is an upper generated quasi-metric space with upper Dedekind represen-
tation X¿ ,
(2) (Y; d?|Y × Y ; ) is a recursive metric space with Cauchy representation Y ,
(3) d|X×Y : X ×Y →R¿ is ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computable,
(4) 6X¿ for each representation  of X such that d|X×Y is ([; Y ]; R¿)-computable.
We will call (X; Y; d; ) a recursive quasi-metric space, if (X; Y; d; ) as well as the
conjugate space (X; Y; Rd; ) are semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces.
By abuse of notation we will sometimes say that (X; Y; d) is a semi-recursive quasi-
metric space and occasionally we will simply write d? instead of d?|Y×Y and d instead
of d|X×Y .
Compared to De2nition 1.1 of a recursive metric space, (1) and (2) express the
fact that we already have some notion of computability on a subset (on the generat-
ing set in the quasi-metric case and on a dense subset in the metric case) and (3)
expresses the fact that the distance function is computable in a certain sense. Property
(4) has no counterpart in case of recursive metric spaces; Proposition 1.3 shows that the
corresponding property for metric spaces is ful2lled automatically. One could express
this diAerence by the statement that recursive metric spaces are always “eAectively
separable” while semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces are not “eAectively generated” in
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general. But we will not make these statements precise. Later on, we will see that
some additional and purely topological properties on the quasi-metric also guarantee
that (1) to (3) imply (4). A standard example of a recursive quasi-metric space is the
following.
Example 2.7. The space (R;R; d; R) with d(x; y) := x
:−y is a recursive quasi-metric
space.
It should be mentioned that one could introduce an analog concept of a “lower”
semi-recursive quasi-metric space by replacing the word “upper” by “lower” in con-
dition (1) of De2nition 2.6 and by replacing ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computability of d by
([X¡; Y ]; R¡)-computability in (3) and correspondingly in (4). Some but not all parts
of the theory could be dualized to these spaces. Altogether this variant seems to be less
fruitful. An intuitive reason for this non-duality is that from the topological as well as
from the computational point of view upper bounds on distances are more important
and useful than lower bounds.
Now we will prove a characterization of the Dedekind representation which corre-
sponds to the characterization of the Cauchy representation in Proposition 1.3. In this
case the operation Inf can be used to “synthesize” and the quasi-metric d can be used
to “analyze” a quasi-metric space. The proof follows directly from the de2nition of a
semi-recursive quasi-metric space and from the de2nition of the Dedekind representa-
tions. In a certain sense semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces are just designed to 2t to
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.8 (Dedekind representations). Let (X; Y; d; ) be a semi-recursive quasi-
metric space with upper Dedekind representation X¿ , let Y be the Cauchy represen-
tation of the associated metric space (Y; d?; ) and let  be a further representation
of X . Then
(1) 6X¿ ⇔d : X ×Y →R¿ is ([; Y ]; R¿)-computable,
(2) X¿6⇔ Inf :⊆YN→X is (∞Y ; )-computable.
This result can also be considered as a stability theorem which states that the
structure of semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces characterizes their computability theory
(cf. [4,5]).
Corollary 2.9 (Stability Theorem). Let (X; Y; d; ) be a semi-recursive quasi-metric
space and let Y be the Cauchy representation of the associated metric space
(Y; d?; ). Then the upper Dedekind representation X¿ is, up to computable
equivalence, the only representation of X such that
(1) d : X ×Y →R¿ is ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computable,
(2) Inf :⊆YN→X is (∞Y ; X¿)-computable.
Now it is natural to ask whether the equivalence class, characterized in the previous
corollary, contains an admissible representation of the corresponding quasi-metric space.
We will come back to that question is Section 3. Up to now, we only know that the
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in2mum is computable on sequences of the generating space. We close this section with
an easy proposition which shows that this operation is also computable on sequences
of the generated space.
Proposition 2.10 (In2mum). If (X; Y; d) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space, then
Inf¿ :⊆XN→X; (xn)n∈N → infn∈N xn is (∞X¿; X¿)-computable.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that infn∈N infk∈N ynk = inf(n; k)∈N2 ynk ,
provided that infk∈N ynk exists for all n∈N.
3. Admissibility of the Dedekind representation
In this section we want to show that the upper Dedekind representation of a semi-
recursive quasi-metric space is admissible. In general the Dedekind representation is
not admissible with respect to the upper quasi-metric topology but with respect to a
slightly weaker topology which we will de2ne 2rst.
Denition 3.1 (Weak upper topology). Let (X; Y; d) be an upper generated quasi-metric
space. Then the weak upper topology is the topology on X which is induced by the
open balls B¿(y; ) with y∈Y and ¿0.
It is obvious that in case of Y =X the weak upper topology coincides with the
upper topology on X . But in general the weak upper topology is a proper subset of
the upper topology. Moreover, it is easy to see that the weak upper topology admits a
countable base, if (Y; d?) is separable. Before we state the main result of this section
we formulate a technical lemma. We omit the proof which is straightforward.
Lemma 3.2. Let (X; Y; d) be an upper generated quasi-metric space, let Z be a topo-
logical space and f ⊆ Z→X a function, let X be endowed with the weak up-
per topology and let Y be endowed with the topology, induced by d?. Then g ⊆
Z ×Y →R¿; (z; y) →d(f(z); y) is continuous, if and only if f ⊆ Z→X is
continuous.
Using this lemma we can prove our following main result on admissibility.
Theorem 3.3 (Admissibility). Let (X; Y; d; ) be a semi-recursive quasi-metric space.
Then the upper Dedekind representation X¿ is an admissible representation of X
with respect to the weak upper topology.
Proof. First we prove that X¿ is continuous with respect to the weak upper topology.
By (3) of De2nition 2.6 d|X×Y : X ×Y →R¿ is ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computable. Thus,
g := d|X×Y ◦ (Inf × id) : YN × Y → R¿; ((yn)n∈N; y) → d
(
inf
n∈N
yn; y
)
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is ([∞Y ; Y ]; R¿)-computable, since X¿ = Inf ◦ ∞Y . Since ∞Y ; Y and R¿ are admis-
sible, it follows that g is continuous, thus by Lemma 3.2 Inf :⊆YN→X is continuous.
Therefore, X¿ = Inf ◦ ∞Y is continuous.
Now we prove that X¿ is topologically maximal among all continuous represen-
tations of X . Therefore, let ′ be a continuous representation of X with respect to
the weak upper topology. Then d|X × Y ◦ [′; Y ] is continuous because of continu-
ity of Y and Lemma 3.2 and thus d|X×Y is ([′; Y ]; R¿)-continuous because of
admissibility of R¿ . Hence, there is a q such that R¿ ◦ "!!q (p)=d|X×Y ◦ [′; Y ](p)
for all p∈dom[′; Y ], where "!! is some standard representation of the continuous
functions F :⊆!→! with G-domain (cf. [25]). Now we de2ne another represen-
tation  of X by 〈p; r〉= ′(p) :⇔ r= q for all p; r∈!. Using the utm-Theorem for
"!! (cf. [25]), it follows that d|X×Y is ([; Y ]; R¿)-computable. By (4) of Def-
inition 2.6 X¿ is computably maximal among all such , i.e. 6X¿ . It follows
′6t 6X¿ .
From the proof of the previous theorem we can extract an easy corollary: the in2mum
operation Inf is continuous with respect to the weak upper topology. The statement is
also a direct corollary of the previous theorem and Proposition 2.10.
Corollary 3.4. If (X; Y; d; ) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space, then Inf :⊆YN→X
is continuous with respect to the weak upper topology on X and the metric product
topology on YN.
4. Continuity of quasi-metrics
In this section we want to provide some conditions which help to prove that a
given quasi-metric space is semi-recursive. Especially, we have to continue the topo-
logical investigation of quasi-metric spaces. First, we discuss some continuity prop-
erties of quasi-metrics. As we have seen in the previous sections, a quasi-metric is
continuous with respect to its lower and upper topology in a certain sense. Unfortu-
nately, it is not continuous with respect to the induced partial order  in general. For
generated quasi-metric spaces we will use a special kind of continuity with respect
to .
Denition 4.1 (Continuity from above). An upper generated quasi-metric space (X;Y;d)
is called continuous from above, if
d
(
inf
n∈N
yn; y
)
= inf
n∈N
d(yn; y)
holds for all y∈Y and all decreasing chains (yn)n∈N∈YN such that infn∈N yn exists
in X .
It is quite convenient to have another notion which expresses a closely related
property.
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Denition 4.2 (Consistent quasi-metric spaces). Let (X; Y; d) be an upper generated
quasi-metric space with a topology  on X . Then (X; Y; d) is called consistent from
above with respect to , if each decreasing chain (yn)n∈N∈YN such that x := inf n∈N yn
exists in X , is convergent to x with respect to . Analogously, the property consistent
from below can be de2ned for lower generated quasi-metric spaces.
If a quasi-metric space is consistent from above with respect to the upper topology,
then the dual quasi-metric space is consistent from below with respect to the lower
topology and vice versa. A corresponding statement does not hold for arbitrary topolo-
gies , especially not for the weak upper topology. If a decreasing chain converges
with respect to the upper topology, then it already converges with respect to the met-
ric topology. One can prove that an upper generated quasi-metric space is continuous
from above, if and only if it is consistent from above with respect to the weak up-
per topology on X and this is the case, if Inf :⊆YN→X is continuous with respect
to the weak upper topology on X . If, additionally,  : Y ×Y →Y; (y; y′) → inf{y; y′}
is total and continuous, then the forementioned implication can even be reversed [6].
Here, we assume that Y is endowed with the topology induced by d? and YN with
the corresponding product topology.
As we have seen in Corollary 3.4 of the previous section, continuity of Inf is a
necessary property of semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces and thus these spaces are
necessarily continuous from above. In the following we will prove a suScient condition
which guarantees semi-recursiveness of quasi-metric spaces. Especially, we will use the
following pre2x condition for quasi-metric spaces.
Denition 4.3 (Pre2x-stable quasi-metric spaces). An upper generated quasi-metric
space (X; Y; d) is called pre:x-stable from above, if inf{y0; : : : ; yk} exists for all k∈N,
whenever (yn)n∈N is a sequence in Y such that inf n∈N yn exists. Analogously, pre:x-
stable from below can be de2ned for lower generated quasi-metric spaces.
The following result will be helpful to prove recursiveness of quasi-metric spaces.
Proposition 4.4 (Continuity condition). Let (X; Y; d; ) ful:ll conditions (1) and (2) of
De:nition 2.6 for semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces. If, additionally,
(1) (X; Y; d) is continuous from above and pre:x-stable from above,
(2) F : ⊆YN×Y×N→R¿; ((yn)n∈N; y; k) →d(inf{y0; : : : ; yk}; y) is ([∞Y ; Y ; N]; R¿)-
computable,
then d : X ×Y →R¿ is ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computable, i.e. (X; Y; d; ) also ful:lls condi-
tion (3) of De:nition 2.6.
Proof. By Proposition 2.10 Inf¿ :⊆RN¿→R¿ is (∞R¿; R¿)-computable. By type con-
version (cf. [25]) one can prove that [F] :⊆YN×Y →RN¿ with [F]((yn)n∈N; y)(n) :=
F((yn)n∈N; y; n) is ([∞Y ; Y ]; 
∞
R¿)-computable. Since X¿=Inf ◦∞Y , it suSces
to prove
d ◦ (Inf × id)((yn)n∈N; y) = Inf¿ ◦ [F]((yn)n∈N; y);
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for all sequences (yn)n∈N∈dom(Inf ) and y∈Y . Therefore, let (yn)n∈N∈dom(Inf ),
y∈Y . By assumption zk := inf{y0; : : : ; yk} exists for all k∈N, (zn)n∈N is a decreasing
chain, i.e. zizi+1 for all i∈N and infk∈N zk = infn∈N yn exists. Since d is continuous
from above, the existence of infk∈N zk implies
inf
k∈N
d(zk ; y) = d
(
inf
k∈N
zk ; y
)
= d
(
inf
k∈N
yk ; y
)
;
which proves the claim.
In some cases, where the quasi-metric is computable on the generating space Y
and (Y;) is an eAective semi-lattice (which is the crucial condition), we can slightly
simplify the condition of the previous lemma.
Corollary 4.5 (Semi-lattice condition). Let (X; Y; d; ) ful:ll conditions (1) and (2) of
De:nition 2.6 for semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces. If, additionally,
(1) (X; Y; d) is continuous from above,
(2) d|Y×Y : Y ×Y →R is ([Y ; Y ]; R)-computable,
(3)  : Y ×Y →Y; (y; y′) → inf{y; y′} is total and ([Y ; Y ]; Y )-computable,
then d : X ×Y →R¿ is ([X¿; Y ]; R¿)-computable, i.e. (X; Y; d; ) also ful:lls
condition (3) of De:nition 2.6.
5. Metric and quasi-metric spaces
If (X; X; d; ) is a recursive quasi-metric space, i.e. if we are in the situation that the
generating subspace is the whole space, then we canonically have three representations
of X , the Cauchy representation X of (X; d?; ), the lower Dedekind representation
X¡ := Sup ◦ ∞X and the upper Dedekind representation X¿ := Inf ◦ ∞X . The question
arises, how these representations are related. On the one hand, it is clear that X6X¡
and X6X¿ , since the corresponding injections are computable. On the other hand, it
is not clear whether X is an in2mum of X¡ and X¿ in the lattice of representations.
An in2mum of two representations ; ′ of a set X is given by their conjunction ′,
which is a representation of X , de2ned by
(  ′)〈p; q〉 = x :⇔ (p) = x and ′(q) = x
for all p; q and x∈X . It is easy to see that ′ is an in2mum of  and ′ in
the lattice of representations (cf. [23]). Hence, we can reformulate our question as
follows: under which conditions does X ≡ X¡X¿ hold? The following proposition
formulates suScient conditions.
Theorem 5.1 (Conjunction of quasi-metric spaces). Let (X; X; d; ) be a recursive
quasi-metric space such that
(1) (X; X; d) is pre:x-stable from below,
(2) unionsq :⊆X ×X →X; (x; x′) → sup{x; x′} is ([X ; X ]; X )-computable.
Then X ≡ X¡X¿ .
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Proof. Since the function X →XN, which maps each point x∈X to the
constant sequence with value x, is computable with respect to X , we obtain
X6X¡X¿ .
It remains to show X¡X¿6X . Let sequences 〈pi〉i∈N and q be given with
x := X¡X¿〈〈pi〉i∈N; q〉, yi := X (pi). Thus, supn∈N yn= x and since (X; X; d) is
pre2x-stable from below zn:= sup{y0; : : : ; yn} exists for all n∈N and hence supn∈N zn=x.
Since (X; X; d) is consistent from below with respect to the lower topology, the
sequence (zn)n∈N converges to x with respect to the lower topology, i.e. for each k∈N
there is some n∈N such that zn∈B¡(x; 2−k−1). Thus, for each k∈N we can eAec-
tively 2nd some n∈N such that d(x; y0 unionsq · · · unionsqyn)¡2−k−1, since d : X ×X →R¿ and
unionsq :⊆X ×X →X are computable with respect to corresponding representations. Thus,
we can 2nd an rk such that X (rk)=y :=y0 unionsq · · · unionsqyn. Since yx, we
obtain d(y; x)= 0 and thus d?(x; y)¡2−k−1. Since the limit operation Lim :⊆XN→X
is computable, we can eAectively 2nd some r such that X (r)= limk→∞ X (rk), i.e.
X (r)= x= X¡X¿〈〈pi〉i∈N; q〉.
6. E.ective generation of quasi-metric spaces
In this section we want to discuss suScient additional conditions which guarantee
that condition (4) in De2nition 2.6 is a direct consequence of conditions (1) to (3).
These purely topological conditions will be applied in succeeding sections to concrete
quasi-metric spaces. The 2rst property is a strong notion of density.
Denition 6.1 (Strong density). A subset Y ⊆X of a quasi-metric space (X; d) is called
strongly dense, if there is a constant c∈N such that for all x∈X , y∈Y and ¿0 there
is a z∈Y such that d?(z; y)¡c ·d(x; y) +  and d(x; z)¡.
If Y is strongly dense in (X; d), then it is dense in the lower topology, induced
by d. If (X; d) is a metric space, then Y ⊆X is strongly dense in X , if and only
if it is dense in X . Thus, strong density is a generalization of the notion of density
from metric to quasi-metric spaces. Intuitively, strong density guarantees that for each
approximation y∈Y of x∈X we can 2nd an arbitrarily good approximation z∈Y of
x which is not too far away (in terms of the associated metric d?) from the previous
approximation y.
In [6] we have proved that if (X; d) is a quasi-metric space with a strongly dense
subset Y ⊆X such that (Y; d?) is complete and separable and x= inf{y∈Y : xy}
for each x∈X , then (X; Y; d) is upper generated. Using the same idea, one can prove
an eAective version of this statement, although the eAectivization needs some care.
Roughly speaking, we will show that a space which is upper generated and ful2lls
some of the conditions of an semi-recursive quasi-metric space, is also “eAectively
upper generated”.
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Proposition 6.2 (EAective upper generation). Let (X; Y; d; ) ful:ll conditions (1) to
(3) of De:nition 2.6 for semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces, let Y be strongly dense
in (X; d), and let (Y; d?) be complete. Then (X; Y; d; ) also ful:lls condition (4) and
thus it is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space.
Proof. Let Y ⊆X be strongly dense in (X; d) with constant c¿1. Let us assume that 
is a representation of X such that d : X ×Y →R is ([; Y ]; R¿)-computable. We have
to prove 6X¿ . Given a name p of x, i.e. (p)= x, and l∈N and some m0∈N such
that d(x; (m0))¡ 1c · 2−l−2 we can eAectively 2nd a sequence (mk)k∈N such that
d?((mk+1); (mk)) ¡ 2−k−l−1 and d(x; (mk)) ¡
1
c
2−k−l−2 (*)
for all k∈N, since (Y; d?; ) is a recursive metric space and d is ([; Y ]; R¿)-
computable. By induction one can prove that such a sequence exists since Y ⊆X is
strongly dense with constant c and  is dense in (Y; d?). Moreover, ((mk))k∈N is a
Cauchy sequence and since (Y; d?) is complete, the limit y := limk→∞ (mk) exists
in Y . We obtain
d(x; y)6 d(x; (mk)) + d?((mk); y) ¡
1
c
2−k−l−2 + 2−k−l ¡ 2−k−l+1
for all k∈N and hence d(x; y)= 0 and xy. For any l and any starting point m0 with
d(x; (m0))¡(1=c)2−l−2 we have found a point y. Let V be the set of
all these points (for arbitrary suitable m0∈N and l∈N). Since our procedure was
eAective in p, we can eAectively 2nd a sequence q= 〈q0; q1; : : :〉 which enumerates
V , i.e. V = {Y (qi): i∈N}. Since (X; Y; d) is upper generated, there is some set
W ⊆{y∈Y : xy}=:U such that x= inf W . By [6, Lemma 4.2] it suSces to prove
that V is dense in U because this implies (p)= x= inf V = Inf ◦ ∞Y (q)= X¿(q).
Therefore, let y′∈U and ¿0. Then there is some l∈N and m0∈N such that
d?(y′; (m0))¡(1=c)2−l−2 and 2−l+1¡. Hence d(x; (m0))¡(1=c)2−l−2 and there is
a corresponding sequence (mk)k∈N which ful2lls (∗) and y := limk→∞ (mk)∈V . We
obtain
d?(y′; y)6 d?(y′; (m0)) + d?((m0); y) ¡
1
c
2−l−2 + 2−l ¡ 2−l+1 ¡ :
This completes the proof.
One should mention that we have not used condition (3) of De2nition 2.6 for the
proof.
7. The hyperspace of compact subsets
In this section we want to show that the set K(X ) of non-empty compact subsets
of a metric space (X; d) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space in a certain sense.
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Therefore, we consider the following quasi-metric, which consists of “one half” of the
HausdorA distance:
d′K : K(X )×K(X )→ R; (A; B) → sup
a∈A
inf
b∈B
d(a; b):
In some references, d′K is called the “excess of A over B” (cf. [1]). The metric, asso-
ciated to d′K is just the HausdorA metric dK, i.e. dK(A; B)= max{d′K(A; B); d′K(A; B)}.
The topology generated by dK is the Vietoris topology on K(X ) and thus we call
the lower and upper topology generated by d′K the lower and upper Vietoris topology,
respectively. We obtain d′K(A; B)= 0⇔A⊆B, hence the partial order induce by d′K is
just the ordinary inclusion ⊆. For the corresponding in2mum and supremum we obtain
(in case of existence)
sup
n∈N
An =
∞⋃
n=0
An and inf
n∈N
An =
∞⋂
n=0
An:
Obviously, (K(X );⊆) is a sup-semi-lattice but neither an inf -semi-lattice nor sup- or
inf -complete in general. (It is easy to see that (K(X )∪{∅};⊆) is an inf -semi-lattice
and inf -complete, but we will not use these facts.) In case that X is compact, (K(X);⊆)
is also sup-complete. The next lemma has been proved in [6] and provides some further
topological properties of the quasi-metric space (K(X ); d′K) and its conjugate. We will
sometimes write for short K :=K(X ).
Lemma 7.1. If (X; d) is a separable metric space, then (K(X );K(X ); d′K) is a quasi-
metric space, which is upper generated, pre:x-stable and continuous from above, and
K(X ) is strongly dense in (K(X ); d′K). The same holds for the conjugate quasi-
metric space (K(X );K(X ); d′K).
If (X; d; ) is a separable metric space, then (K(X ); dK; K) with the HausdorA
metric dK and a sequence K : N→K(X ) with the set F(Q) of non-empty 2nite
subsets of Q := range() as range, de2ned by K〈〈n0; : : : ; nk〉; k〉 := {(n0); : : : ; (nk)},
is a separable metric space too. It is well-known, that completeness of (X; d)
implies completeness of (K(X ); dK). It is easy to prove that if (X; d; ) is a
recursive metric space, then (K(X ); dK; K) is a recursive metric space [4].
This space is an example of a space where it does not suSce to consider a countable
dense subset as generating set in general. If X is non-countable, then (K(X ); G; d′K)
is not lower generated for any countable subset G⊆K(X ): since {x}∈K(X ) for all
x∈X and not all such singleton sets can be represented as {x}=⋃∞n=0 An= supn∈N An
with subsets An∈G.
Moreover, it is straightforward to prove that the quasi-metric d′K : K(X )×K(X )→
R is computable with respect to the Cauchy representation K of (K(X ); dK; K) (cf.
[4]). Now we are prepared to prove that under suitable assumptions (K;K; d′K; K)
and its conjugate space are semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces. By dA : X →R, x →
inf a∈A d(a; x) we will denote the distance function of a subset A⊆X .
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Proposition 7.2 (Space of compact subsets). If (X; d; ) is a complete recursive metric
space, then (K(X );K(X ); d′K; K) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space.
Proof. We have to verify conditions (1) to (4) of De2nition 2.6. (1) has been stated
in Lemma 7.1 and (2) has been discussed above.
(3) We have to show that d′K is ([K¿; K]; R¿)-computable. Since (K;K; d
′
K) is
continuous and pre2x-stable from above by Lemma 7.1 it suSces to prove by Proposi-
tion 4.4 that F :⊆KN×K×N→R¿; ((An)n∈N; B; m) →d′K(
⋂m
n=0 An; B) is ([
∞
K ; K;
N]; R¿)-computable. Let (An)n∈N∈KN, B∈K, and m∈N such that A :=
⋂m
n=0 An = ∅
and let Snk ; Tk be 2nite subsets of Q := range(), such that dK(An; Snk)¡2−k and
dK(B; Tk)¡2−k for all n; k∈N. We de2ne sets
Dkl := {r ∈ S0l : (∀n = 0; : : : ; m)(∃s ∈ Snl)d(r; s)¡2−k}
for all k∈Z, l∈N. Then we can eAectively 2nd some set Rk with Dk−1k⊆Rk⊆Dk−2k
for all k∈N. Since d′K : K(X )×K(X )→R is computable, it suSces to prove
d′K(A; B) = inf
k∈N
(d′K(Rk; Tk) + 2
−k+1): (*)
If we can show
(a) (∀k) Rk = ∅ and d′K(A; Rk)62−k ,
(b) (∀¿0)(∀l)(∃k¿l) d′K(Rk; A)¡,
then it follows
d′K(A; B)6 d
′
K(A; Rk) + d
′
K(Rk; Tk) + dK(Tk ; B) ¡ d
′
K(Rk; Tk) + 2
−k+1
for all k∈N and for each ¿0 there is an ¿0 and a k∈N such that + 3 · 2−k¡
and d′K(Rk; A)¡ and thus
d′K(Rk; Tk) + 2
−k+16 d′K(Rk; A) + d
′
K(A; B) + dK(B; Tk) + 2
−k+1
¡+ d′K(A; B) + 3 · 2−k
¡ d′K(A; B) + :
Together, this proves Eq. (*). It remains to prove (a) and (b).
(a) Let k∈N and x∈A=⋂mn=0 An. Then there is some sn ∈Snk such that d(x; sn)¡2−k
for all n=0; : : : ; m. With r := s0 we obtain d(r; sn)¡2−k+1 for all n=0; : : : ; m and thus
r∈Dk−1k⊆Rk . Consequently, d′K(A; Rk)= supx∈A dRk (x)62−k for all k∈N.
(b) Let ¿0 and l∈N. Since Rk is 2nite there is some rk ∈Rk for each k∈N such
that d′K(Rk; A)= supr∈Rk dA(r)=dA(rk). Since Rk⊆Dk−2k there is some snk ∈Snk for
each n=0; : : : ; m such that d(rk ; snk)¡2−k+2 and some xnk ∈An such that d(snk ; xnk)¡
2−k for each k∈N. Since A0 is compact, (x0k)k∈N has a convergent subsequence
(x′0k)k∈N. Let (x
′
nk)k∈N for all n=0; : : : ; m and (r
′
k)k∈N be the corresponding subse-
quence of (xnk)k∈N, (rk)k∈N, respectively. Since d(rk ; xnk)¡2−k+3 for all n=0; : : : ; m
we obtain limk→∞ x′0k = limk→∞ x
′
nk = limk→∞ r
′
k =: x for all n=0; : : : ; m and x∈
⋂m
n=0
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An=A since A0; : : : ; Am are complete. Now there is some k ′¿l such that d(x; r′k′)¡
and there is some k¿l such that rk = r′k′ . Thus, d
′
K(Rk; A)=dA(rk)6d(x; r
′
k′)¡.
(4) Let ′ be some representation of K such that d′K is ([
′; K]; R¿)-computable.
We have to prove ′6K¿ . We apply Proposition 6.2. Since (X; d) is complete,
(K; dK) is complete too and by Lemma 7.1 K is strongly dense in (K; d′K).
Now we investigate the conjugate quasi-metric space.
Proposition 7.3 (Conjugate space of compact subsets). If (X; d; ) is a complete re-
cursive metric space, then (K(X );K(X ); d′K; K) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric
space.
Proof. We have to verify conditions (1) to (4) of De2nition 2.6. (1) has been stated
in Lemma 7.1 and (2) has been discussed above.
(3) We have to show that d′K is ([K¡; K]; R¿)-computable. We will apply
Corollary 4.5. First we note that unionsq : K×K→K; (A; B) →A∪B is ([K; K]; K)-
computable (cf. [4]). By Lemma 7.1 (K;K; d′K) is continuous from above and, as
mentioned above, d′K : K×K→R is ([K; K]; R)-computable.
(4) We apply Proposition 6.2. Since (X; d) is complete, (K; dK) is complete too
and by Lemma 7.1 K is strongly dense in (K; d′K).
Altogether we obtain the following result.
Corollary 7.4 (Space of compact subsets). If (X; d; ) is a complete recursive metric
space, then (K(X );K(X ); d′K; K) is a recursive quasi-metric space.
8. The spaces of semi-continuous functions
In this section we want to endow the sets LSC(X ), USC(X ) of lower and
upper semi-continuous functions f : X →R, de2ned on a metric space X , with a
quasi-metric. Here, f is called lower semi-continuous, if f−1(x;∞) is open in X and
upper semi-continuous, if f−1(−∞; x) is open in X for all x∈R. In other words, lower
semi-continuous functions are just the continuous functions f : X →R¡ and upper
semi-continuous functions are just the continuous functions f : X →R¿, where R¡ is
equipped with the lower and R¿ with the upper Euclidean topology. Obviously, a
function f : X →R is continuous, if and only if it is lower and upper semi-continuous,
i.e. C(X )=LSC(X )∩USC(X ).
In this section we will use the notion of a recursively locally compact metric space.
Classically, a HausdorA space is called locally compact, if each point has a compact
neighbourhood. One can prove that a separable metric space is locally compact, if
and only if it admits an exhausting sequence, i.e. if it can be represented as a count-
able union of compact subsets in a certain way. We use this characterization for the
de2nition of recursively locally compact separable metric spaces.
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Denition 8.1 (Recursively locally compact metric spaces). A separable metric space
X is called recursively locally compact, if there is a sequence (Ki)i∈N of compact
subsets Ki∈K(X ) such that:
(1) X =
⋃∞
i=0 Ki and Ki⊆K◦i+1 for all i∈N,
(2) (Ki)i∈N is a computable sequence in K(X ),
(3) (K◦i )i∈N is a recursively given sequence of r.e. open sets.
In this situation (Ki)i∈N is called a recursive exhausting sequence of X . If at least (1)
holds, then X is called locally compact.
Here A◦ denotes the interior of A; a sequence (An)n∈N of sets is called a recursively
given sequence of r.e. open sets, if there is a computable f : N×N→N×N such
that Ai =
⋃{B((n); 2−k) : (∃j)f(j; i)= (n; k)} for all i∈N (cf. [4]) and a sequence
(An)n∈N in K(X ) is called computable, if and only if it is a computable sequence in
the computable metric space (K(X ); dK; K) (i.e. if it is ∞K -computable).
In case that X is a locally compact separable metric space with exhausting sequence
(Ki)i∈N, we de2ne
d′(f; g) :=
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1
∣∣∣∣∣ f
:− g
1 + (f
:− g)
∣∣∣∣∣
Ki
for all functions f; g : X →R. Here f :− g : X →R is de2ned by (f :− g)(x) :=f(x) :−
g(x)= max{0; f(x)−g(x)} for all x∈X . Then dUSC : USC(X )×USC(X )→R; (f; g)
→d′(f; g) and dLSC : LSC(X )×LSC(X )→R; (f; g) →d′(g; f)=d′(−f;−g) are
quasi-metrics. Here |f|K := supx∈K |f(x)|. We will only discuss the upper semi-conti-
nuous functions in the following. According to the fact that f∈LSC(X )⇔−f∈USC
(X ) the lower case can be treated analogously.
Since dUSC(f; g)= 0⇔ (∀x∈X )f(x)6g(x)⇔f6g, the partial order induced
by dUSC is just the ordinary partial order 6 for functions. Accordingly, we obtain
Inf (fn)n∈N(x)= infn∈N fn(x) for all sequences (fn)n∈N∈USC(X )N and x∈X , provided
the right-hand values exist for all x∈X . The partial ordered space (USC(X );6) is
not complete, but it is a lattice, which will be helpful in the following.
One can prove that supx∈K f(x) exists for each f∈USC(X ) and each compact
set K⊆X (cf. Bourbaki [3] for the theory of semi-continuous functions). Furthermore,
f
:− g= max(0; f − g)∈USC(X ) for all f∈USC(X ), g∈C(X ). Thus we obtain
dUSC|USC(X )×C(X )(f; g) =
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1
|f :− g|Ki
1 + |f :− g|Ki
:
Next we mention that the weak upper topology of (USC(X );C(X ); dUSC) is well-
known: it is the upper compact open topology, i.e. the compact open topology with
respect to X and R¿. A subbase is given by the sets B(K; q) := {f∈USC(X ): f(K)⊆
(−∞; q)} for compact K⊆X and q∈R (cf. [6]). By duality it follows that the weak
upper topology of (LSC(X );C(X ); dLSC) is the lower compact open topology (i.e.
the compact open topology with respect to X and R¡). One can show that the metric
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(d′C)?, associated with d
′
C :=dUSC|C(X )×C(X ), is equivalent to the metric dC : C(X )×
C(X )→R, de2ned by
dC(f; g) :=
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1
|f − g|Ki
1 + |f − g|Ki
:
The equivalence follows since 2max{x; y}¿x+y and thus (d′C)?6dC62(d′C)?. It is
easy to see that (C(X ); dC) is a complete metric space. The following lemma which
has been proved in [6] provides some further topological properties of the space of
semi-continuous functions.
Lemma 8.2. Let (X; d) be a locally compact separable metric space. The quasi-metric
space (USC(X );C(X ); dUSC) is upper generated, continuous from above and C(X )
is strongly dense in this space. The same properties hold in case of LSC(X ).
It is easy to prove that (USC(X );C(X ); dUSC) is not lower generated in gen-
eral. If D⊆X is a dense subset of a locally compact metric space X , then the set
F := {dq: q∈D}⊆C(X ), with the distance functions dX : X →R; y →d(x; y), separates
points and thus by the Stone-WeierstraV Approximation Theorem the set P of poly-
nomials in functions of F with coeScients from Q is dense in C(X ) (cf. [3]). If
(X; d; ) is a separable metric space, then we can de2ne a canonical numbering C(X )
of the set P such that (C(X ); dC; C) is a separable metric space. Finally, this space is
recursive, if (X; d; ) is a recursively locally compact recursive metric space (cf. [4]).
Our goal is to prove the following theorem which shows that a similar property holds
for the space of semi-continuous functions.
Theorem 8.3 (Space of semi-continuous functions). If (X; d; ) is a recursively locally
compact recursive metric space, then (USC(X ), C(X ); dUSC; C(X )) is a semi-
recursive quasi-metric space. The same holds for (LSC(X );C(X ); dLSC; C(X )).
Proof. We consider the case (USC(X );C(X ); dUSC; C(X )). The space LSC(X ) can
be treated correspondingly.
(1) This follows from the previous lemma.
(2) Moreover, (C(X ); dC; C(X )) is a recursive metric space (cf. [4]).
(3) We have to show that dUSC|USC(X )×C(X ) : USC(X )×C(X )→R¿ is
([USC(X )¿; C(X )], R¿)-computable. Therefore, we will apply Corollary 4.5. By the
previous lemma we obtain that (USC(X );C(X ); dUSC) is continuous from above.
Next, we note that using some well-known techniques (evaluation and type-conversion,
see [4]) one can prove that the in2mum  : C(X )×C(X )→C(X ); (f; g) → min(f; g)
is ([C(X ); C(X )]; C(X ))-computable, since min : R×R→R is ([R; R]; R)-
computable. Moreover, it is easy to prove that dUSC|C(X )×C(X ) : C(X )×C(X )→R is
([C(X ); C(X )]; R)-computable (cf. [4]). Therefore, one can use the fact that the func-
tions 3 : RN→R; (xn)n∈N →
∑∞
i=0 2
−i−1xi=(1 + xi),
:− : R×R→R, sup : K(R)→R
and C(X )×K(X )→K(X ); (f;K) →f(K) are computable with respect to correspond-
ing representations.
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(4) This follows from Proposition 6.2, since (C(X ); dC) is complete and C(X ) is
strongly dense in (USC(X ); dUSC) by the previous lemma.
It is easy to see that (Rn; dRn ; Rn) can be considered as a nice recursively locally
compact recursive metric space with respect to the exhausting sequence ([−i; i]n)i∈N
(cf. [4]). Thus, by the previous theorem (USC(Rn);C(Rn); dUSC; C(Rn)) is a semi-
recursive quasi-metric space. The 2nal proposition in this section states that the com-
putable points of this space are well-known (cf. [25–27]). We leave the proof to the
reader.
Proposition 8.4. The USC(Rn)¿ -computable points of (USC(Rn);C(Rn); dUSC; C(Rn))
are exactly the upper semi-computable functions f : Rn→R.
9. The hyperspace of closed subsets
In this section we want to endow the set A(X ) of non-empty closed subsets of a
locally compact separable metric space (X; d) with a quasi-metric structure. Without
loss of generality we can restrict the investigation to nice metrics (cf. [4]), which are,
roughly speaking, metrics that are subordinated to the exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N of
the space. For the concept of nice metrics cf. [1].
Denition 9.1 (Nice metric spaces). A locally compact separable metric space (X; d)
with exhausting sequence (Ki)i∈N is called nice with respect to (Ki)i∈N, if d is bounded
by 1 and if x∈Ki, d(x; y)¡1 implies y∈K◦i+1 for all x; y∈X and i∈N.
In other words
⋃
x∈Ki B(x; 1)⊆K◦i+1 holds for nice metric spaces. It is easy to see
that nice metric spaces are complete. If (X; d) is a nice metric space, then we will
sometimes say for short that d is nice. It has been proved in [4] that for any recursively
locally compact recursive metric space (X; d) with some 2xed computable exhausting
sequence, there exists a metric d′ which is nice with respect to this exhausting sequence
and equivalent to d topologically, as well as computationally.
In case that (X; d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space with exhausting
sequence (Ki)i∈N, we consider the following quasi-metric:
d′A : A(X )×A(X )→ R; (A; B) →
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB
:−dA|Ki :
Here dA : X →R; x → inf a∈A d(a; x) denotes the distance function of a subset A⊆X .
We note that d′A is well-de2ned since nice metrics are bounded by one.
Now we mention that for any nice locally compact separable metric space (X; d)
the lower and upper topology induced by d′A is the lower and upper Fell topology,
respectively. The lower Fell topology has as a subbase all sets U− := {A∈A(X ) :
A∩U = ∅} for open U⊆X and the upper Fell topology has as a base all sets (Kc)+ :=
{A∈A(X ) : A∩K = ∅} for compact K⊆X (cf. [1] for the Fell topology).
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The metric (d′A)?, associated to d
′
A, is equivalent to the metric dA : A(X )×A(X )
→R, de2ned by
dA : A(X )×A(X )→ R; (A; B) →
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dB − dA|Ki ;
since (d′A)?6dA62(d
′
A)?. Especially, it follows that dA is compatible with the Fell
topology. In case that X is compact A(X )=K(X ) and the quasi-metrics d′A and d
′
K
are uniformly equivalent [6]. Similarly, x∈Kj implies
d′A({x}; B)6 dB(x)6 2j · d′A({x}; B) (1)
for each set B∈A(X ).
Now we want to study the partial order induced by d′A. As in case of the compact
subsets we obtain d′A(A; B)= 0⇔A ⊆ B, hence the partial order induce by d′A is just
the ordinary inclusion ⊆. For the corresponding in2mum and supremum we obtain (in
case of existence)
sup
n∈N
An=
∞⋃
n=0
An and inf
n∈N
An =
∞⋂
n=0
An:
Obviously, (A(X );⊆) is a sup-semi-lattice and sup-complete, but neither an inf -semi-
lattice nor inf -complete in general. (It is easy to see that (A(X )∪{∅};⊆) is an inf -
semi-lattice and inf -complete, but we will not use these facts.) The following lemma
summarizes some topological properties of the quasi-metric space (A(X ); d′A) and its
conjugate. The proof can be found in [6].
Lemma 9.2. If (X; d) is a nice locally compact separable metric space, then the quasi-
metric space (A(X );A(X ); d′A) is upper generated, pre:x-stable and continuous from
above and A(X ) is strongly dense in (A(X ); d′A). The same holds for the conjugate
quasi-metric space (A(X );A(X ), d′A).
If (X; d; ) is a nice locally compact separable metric space, then (A(X ); dA; A)
with some standard numbering A of the non-empty 2nite subsets of range(), de2ned
by A(n) := K(n), is a complete separable metric space too. If (X; d; ) is a nice
recursively locally compact recursive metric space, then the space (A(X ); dA; A) is a
recursive metric space [4]. Moreover, it is straightforward to prove that if (X; d) is a
nice recursively locally compact recursive metric space, then d′A : A(X )×A(X )→R
is ([A; A]; R)-computable. It follows that (d′A)? is computable too and thus (d
′
A)?6
dA62(d′A)? implies that (d
′
A)? is recursively related to dA, which roughly speaking
means that we do not have to distinguish both metrics from point of view of com-
putability (cf. [4]).
Now we will prove that under suitable assumptions (A(X );A(X ); d′A; A) and its
conjugate space are semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces. For short, we will sometimes
write A instead of A(X ). The proof is a re2ned version of the proof of the corre-
sponding Proposition 7.2 for the space of compact subsets.
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Proposition 9.3 (Space of closed subsets). If (X; d; ) is a nice recursively locally
compact recursive metric space, then (A(X );A(X ); d′A; A) is a semi-recursive quasi-
metric space.
Proof. We have to verify conditions (1) to (4) of De2nition 2.6. (1) has been stated
in Lemma 9.2 and (2) has been discussed above.
(3) We have to show that d′A is ([A¿; A]; R¿)-computable. Since (A;A; d
′
A)
is continuous and pre2x-stable from above by Lemma 9.2 it suSces to prove by
Proposition 4.4 that F :⊆AN×A×N→R¿; ((An)n∈N; B; m) →d′A(
⋂m
n=0 An; B) is
([∞A ; A; N]; R¿)-computable. Let (An)n∈N∈AN, B∈A, and m∈N such that A :=⋂m
n=0 An = ∅ and let j := min{i∈N: Ki ∩A = ∅}. Let Snk ; Tk ; Kik be 2nite subsets of
Q := range(), such that dA(An; Snk)¡2−k , dA(B; Tk)¡2−k and dK(Ki; Kik)¡2−k for
all n; k; i∈N. We de2ne sets
Dkl :=
{
r ∈
k⋃
i=0
Kil: (∀n = 0; : : : ; m) d′A({r}; Snl) ¡ 2−k
}
for all k∈Z, l∈N. Then we can eAectively 2nd some set Rk with Dk−1k⊆Rk⊆Dk−2k
for all k∈N. Since d′A : A(X )×A(X )→R is computable it suSces to prove
d′A(A; B) = infk∈N
Rk =∅
(d′A(Rk; Tk) + 2
−k+4): (*)
If we can show
(a) (∀k) ((k¿j⇒Rk = ∅) and (Rk = ∅⇒d′A(A; Rk)62−k+3)),
(b) (∀¿0)(∀ l)(∃k¿j+l) d′A(Rk; A)¡,
then Eq. (*) follows as in the proof of Proposition 7.2. It should be noticed that j has
not to be known by the algorithm since Rk = ∅ is an r.e. property in k. It remains to
prove (a) and (b).
(a) Let k¿j. By de2nition of j there is some x∈A∩Kj. Then there is some r∈Kjk
such that d(r; x)¡2−k . Thus, by Eq. (1)
d′A({r}; Snk)6 d′A({r}; {x}) + d′A({x}; Snk)6 d(r; x) + d′A(An; Snk) ¡ 2−k+1
for all n=0; : : : ; m, i.e. r∈Dk−1k⊆Rk . Especially, Rk = ∅.
Now let k∈N with Rk = ∅. For each i∈N there is some yi∈Ki such that |dRk
:−dA|Ki
=dRk (yi)
:−dA(yi).
Now let us assume that there is some i¡j − 1 with dA(yi)¡1. Then there is some
x∈A with d(x; yi)¡1 and thus x∈Ki+1 since d is nice. But this implies Ki+1 ∩A = ∅
and thus i+1¿j. Contradiction! In other words, |dRk
:−dA|Ki =dRk (yi)
:−dA(yi)= 0 for
all i¡j − 1.
Case 1: j¿k − 1. Then
d′A(A; Rk)6 2
−j+1 +
j−2∑
i=0
2−i−1|dRk
:−dA|Ki 6 2−j+1 6 2−k+2:
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Case 2: j¡k − 1. Let i∈N with j6i¡k − 1. Since A∩Ki = ∅, we can assume
without loss of generality dA(yi)¡1. Thus, there is some xi∈A with d(xi; yi)¡1 and
d(xi; yi)¡dA(yi)+ 2−k . Since yi∈Ki and d is nice, we obtain xi∈Ki+1. Thus, there is
some ri∈Ki+1k with d(ri; xi)¡2−k . As before, it follows d′A({ri}; Snk)¡2−k+1 for all
n=0; : : : ; m and thus ri∈Dk−1k⊆Rk since i + 16k − 1 and
|dRk
:−dA|Ki = dRk (yi)
:−dA(yi)
¡ (dRk (yi)
:−d(xi; yi)) + 2−k
6 (dRk (yi)
:−d(ri; yi)) + 2−k + 2−k
= 2−k+1:
It follows
d′A(A; Rk)6 2
−k+1 + 2−j|dRk
:−dA|Kj−1 +
k−2∑
i=j
2−i−1|dRk
:−dA|Ki
6 2−k+1 + 2−j|dRk
:−dA|Kj + 2−j2−k+1
6 2−k+1 + 2−j2−k+1 + 2−j2−k+1
6 2−k+1 + 2−k+2
6 2−k+3:
(b) Let ¿0 and l∈N. Then there is some j′∈N such that 2−j′−1¡=2 and j′¿j+l.
Then there is some x∈A∩Kj′ and as in (a) one can show that there is some r∈Rk
for each k¿j′ such that d(x; r)¡2−k , i.e. Rk ∩Kj′+1 = ∅ for all k¿j′ since d is nice.
Since d is nice we further obtain |dA
:−dRk |Ki = |dA
:−dRk ∩Kj′+1 |Ki for all i=0; : : : ; j′
and k¿j′. Now, for each i=0; : : : ; j′ and k¿j′ there is some yki∈Ki such that
|dA
:−dRk ∩Kj′+1 |Ki =dA(yki)
:−dRk ∩Kj′+1(yki) and there is some rki∈Rk ∩Kj′+1 such that
dRk ∩Kj′+1(yki)=d(rki; yki). Since rki∈Rk⊆Dk−2k , we obtain d′A({rki}; Snk)¡2−k+2 and
thus d′A({rki}; An)6d′A({rki}; Snk)+2−k¡2−k+3 for all n=0; : : : ; m, i=0; : : : ; j′, k¿j′.
Consequently, due to Eq. (1) we obtain dAn(rki)62
j′+1d′A({rki}; An)¡2−k+j
′+4 and
there is some xnki∈An for each n=0; : : : ; m such that d(xnki; rki)¡2−k+j′+4. Since Kj′+1
is compact, there is a convergent subsequence (r′ki)k¿j′ of (rki)k¿j′ for each i=0; : : : ; j
′.
Let (x′nki)k¿j′ be the corresponding subsequence of (xnki)k¿j′ . Then limk→∞ x
′
nki =
limk→∞ r′ki =: xi and xi∈A=
⋂m
n=0 An since A0; : : : ; Am are closed, for each i=0; : : : ; j
′.
Now there is some k ′¿j′ such that dA(r′k′i)6d(xi; r
′
k′i)¡=2 and there is some k¿j
′
such that rki = r′k′i for all i=0; : : : ; j
′. Thus,
d′A(Rk; A) =
∞∑
i=0
2−i−1|dA
:−dRk |Ki
6 2−j
′−1 +
j′∑
i=0
2−i−1|dA
:−dRk |Ki
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6

2
+
j′∑
i=0
2−i−1(dA(yki)
:−dRk∩Kj′+1(yki))
=

2
+
j′∑
i=0
2−i−1(dA(yki)
:−drki(yki))
6

2
+
j′∑
i=0
2−i−1|dA
:−drki |Ki
6

2
+
j′∑
i=0
2−i−1dA(r′k′i)
¡:
(4) Let ′ be some representation of A such that d′A is (
′; A; R¿)-computable.
We have to prove ′6A¿ . We will apply Proposition 6.2. Since (A; dA) is complete
it follows by Lemma 9.2 that A is strongly dense in (A; d′A).
Finally, we mention the conjugate space which can be treated as in the compact
case.
Proposition 9.4 (Conjugate space of closed subsets). If (X; d; ) is a nice recursively
locally compact recursive metric space, then (A(X );A(X ); d′A; A) is a semi-
recursive quasi-metric space.
Proof. Using Lemma 9.2 and the fact that d′A : A(X )×A(X )→R is computable, this
can be proved analogously to the corresponding Proposition 7.3 for compact subsets.
Altogether we obtain the following result.
Corollary 9.5 (Space of closed subsets). If (X; d; ) is a nice recursively locally com-
pact recursive metric space, then (A(X );A(X ); d′A; A) is a recursive quasi-metric
space.
As we have mentioned in the previous section, (Rn; dRn ; Rn) is a nice recursively lo-
cally compact recursive metric space with respect to the exhausting sequence
([−i; i]n)i∈N and thus, by the previous theorem the corresponding space (A(Rn);A(Rn);
d′A; A) is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space. Again we claim that the computable
points of this space are well-known (cf. [8,9]). We leave the proof to the reader.
Proposition 9.6. The A(Rn)¡- and A(Rn)¿-computable points of (A(Rn);A(Rn);
dA; A) are exactly the r.e. and co-r.e. subsets A⊆Rn, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Metric and quasi-metric spaces.
10. Conclusion
We have presented a notion of semi-recursiveness for quasi-metric spaces. Roughly
speaking, semi-recursive quasi-metric spaces are spaces with upper semi-computable
quasi-metric and computable in2mum operation. This has been expressed in our 2rst
main result, Corollary 2.9. Moreover, we have proved that important hyper and func-
tion spaces which are investigated in computable analysis can be considered as semi-
recursive quasi-metric spaces in a natural way. These major results accumulate in
Corollary 7.4, Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 9.5. Fig. 1 displays some of the spaces
which we have discussed, specialized to Euclidean space Rn. These spaces are given
together with the corresponding computable points and topologies.
What is gained by knowing that a given space is a semi-recursive quasi-metric space?
One important insight is based on Corollary 2.9, as mentioned above: a semi-recursive
quasi-metric space oAers natural operations on the space (namely the quasi-metric and
the in2mum operation), which characterize its computability theory and these operations
can be used for building data structures. These results 2t very well into the abstract
theory of computability over topological structures which has been presented in [4].
One point which has been left for further study is the precise characterization of the
presented hyperspace representations according to the lattice of hyperspace representa-
tions which has been studied in [8].
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